
FARMALL U
105 - 115 HP TRACTORS



The versatile tractor with year round capability.

CASE IH FARMALL U

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

With a more powerful engine delivering higher levels of torque and performance across the 

range, coupled to the proven design features of cab and transmission, new Farmall U is a force 

to be reckoned with. The high power-to-weight ratio and nimble manoeuvrability makes new 

Farmall U even better suited to the PTO driven tasks, front loader operation and general haulage 

tasks of your operation.

FARMALL U DRIVES THE BUSINESS

This reliable hardworking utility tractor has the ability to handle the every day tasks of operation 

in livestock, dairy, and arable farming in either the leading role or as support to more powerful 

tractors. In peak season when the hours are long and the job must get done, Farmall U will rise 

to the challenge and enable the team to deliver and is equally at home in municipal applications.

SPECIFIED TO YOUR APPLICATION

An extensive range of options including front loaders, front linkage and PTO, turf, industrial 

or agricultural tyres means Farmall U tractors will arrive fully equipped and ready to work. In 

addition, cab versions can be customised with performance monitors and ISO connector to 

enable data transfer between tractor and implement to suit the intended implements or task.

WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING

World class manufacturing stands for competence, quality and performance of enthusiastic 

staff. Processes are optimised, and testing as well as controls follow strict regulations which go 

far beyond common standards. The clear focus is: to deliver machines which are ideal for the 

individual farmer.
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The Farmall name is deeply rooted in the history of Case IH, with the first powerful, versatile 

tractors to bear the legendary brand produced in 1923. Today’s Farmall tractors share their 

forebears’ design emphasis on manoeuvrability, compact dimensions, ease of operation and a 

high power-to-weight ratio, creating a line of tractors capable of a huge range of tasks. Robust 

and reliable, these tractors are designed to take on general duties on arable farms, tough tasks 

on livestock units, and daily farm business. Whether working with mounted machinery, trailed 

equipment, with a loader or on transport duties, versatile Farmall U tractors more than live up to 

the reputation of the famous Farmall name.
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TAKE A WALK AROUND

ALL-DAY COMFORT

A large air conditioned cab with 5.2m2 glass area provides a superb 

operator environment. Inside a comfortable driver seat and passenger 

seat takes the stress out of the longest working day. A logical control 

layout and clear concise information displays complete the package.

POWERFUL AND FUEL-EFFICIENT

Proven FPT engines with common rail fuelling technology and  

exhaust after-treatment meet Tier 4a emissions legislation.  

Quick acceleration, more torque and constant maximum power  

is available between 1,900 and 2.300 rpm.

DURABLE DRIVELINE

Farmall U models are equipped with a 16 x 16 40kph semi-powershift 

transmission. The Farmall U series transmission was structurally 

developed by downsizing the proven Maxxum 16 x 16 transmission.  

All transmissions are equipped with power shuttle.

ALL-ROUND VISION

The Farmall U cab features ‘surround’ vision from unsurpassed sight 

lines, courtesy of full-length glass doors, broad front and rear windows 

and an opening cab roof window for best-in-class loader visibility.  

The result is unobstructed views in every direction.
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THE PERFECT LOADER TRACTOR

For your convenience Case IH provides the option of Stoll loader ready, 

including frames and hydraulics.

MAXIMUM UPTIME

Longer service intervals of 600 hours mean that Farmall U 

tractors spend much more time at work, much less in the workshop.

CAB SUSPENSION

The new standard cab suspension system improves ride comfort, 

reduces operator fatigue and allows full productivity to be maintained 

throughout even the longest working day.

HIGH-CAPACITY HYDRAULICS

An EHC (Electronic Hitch Control) is standard. With a choice of up to 

three rear and two mid-mounted hydraulic remote valves, hydraulic flow 

can be directed as required to control a wide range of equipment. At 

the rear linkage, there’s maximum 5,424 kg (OECD) of lifting power.
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TURN NIGHT INTO DAY

There are a wide variety of lighting packages 

available for the Farmall U, including full sets of 

front and rear work lights that help ensure all areas 

of working implements are easily illuminated.

COMFORT ZONE

Ten air outlets on the steering console allow drivers 

to create a comfortable working environment 

according to the season. Factory installed air 

conditioning ensures a cool operating environment 

and rapid demisting whatever the outside 

temperature.

ALL AROUND VISIBILITY

With unsurpassed sight lines, the Farmall U cab 

features surround vision and an opening high-

visibility cab roof window for unobstructed views in 

all directions.

COMFORTABLE AND ACCESSIBLE

Day-long driving comfort, whatever the task, is a 

hallmark of the Farmall U tractor range. Non-skid 

steps and wide opening, solid glass doors ensure 

safe and comfortable access.

THE FEEL-GOOD TRACTOR

The comfort of the suspended seat enables 

more precise ride comfort adjustments to better 

compensate for rough terrain. For a breath of fresh 

air, the side windows or roof hatch can be opened, 

whilst an opening front windscreen is available as 

an option. 

ADJUST TO YOUR PERSONAL COMFORT

The drivers seat and steering column are fully 

adjustable to achieve the most comfortable working 

position for operators large and small. For maximum 

comfort, standard is a frequency suspension 

seat with heated cushions. When not in use the 

passenger seat folds neatly to ensure easy entry and 

exit.

THE CAB
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THE CONTROLS

EASY TO OPERATE

All essential controls are logically positioned and 

within easy reach to make time spent at work more 

comfortable and productive.

CLEARLY DEFINED

A new instrument display makes it easy to keep 

abreast of critical tractor information like fuel level 

and PTO speed.

EASY TO READ

Dash display and power shuttle control tilt with the 

steering column.

STAY FOCUSED

All of the main operating controls are grouped to the 

operator’s right, and are laid out so that operation 

soon becomes intuitive.

POWER SHUTTLE

A steering column mounted hydraulic shuttle option 

allows for direction changes without clutching, ideal 

for loader work, yard scraping or field tasks requiring 

tight headland turns – no more aching left leg 

muscles after a long day’s work.
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Farmall U tractors are powered by 4-cylinder engines which are turbocharged and intercooled to give you maximum 

power for minimal fuel consumption. A steep torque rise means quick acceleration on the road and aggressive pulling 

power in the field, while constant power ensures peak performance in PTO applications.

ENGINES

HIGHER POWER, LOWER COSTS

These new generation engines are designed to deliver the 

kind of power you expect from a Case IH tractor while keeping 

running costs to a minimum. Maximum torque at 1,500 rpm 

is a massive 461Nm on the Farmall 115U and rated speed is 

at 2,300 rpm resulting in lower fuel consumption. And with 

service intervals at 600 hours you save on servicing costs too.

POWER WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED IT

Excellent power output across a wide rpm bandwidth means 

less gear shifting and increased economy as a result. Even at 

low engine speed, the high starting torque gives you aggressive 

pulling power and the steep power curve gives you the boost 

you need for operating PTO and hydraulics comfortably and 

efficiently.

SERVICEABILITY

Keep driving! Daily checks and cleaning have been made easier 

with the new swing-out radiator package, while the air filter is 

conveniently located for quick inspection. And it’s simple to 

check the oil level, with no need to open the engine hood.

POWER MANAGEMENT

The Farmall U features Constant Engine rpm (CERPM). 

This feature allows the operator to create two pre-set engine 

rpm levels. The CERPM allows the operator to maintain 

engine speed in varying conditions such as baling hay on 

uneven terrain. This is another feature that reduces the 

fatigue on the operator for those long days in the field.

ALL-WEATHER PERFORMANCE

New high density radiators protected by fine mesh 

debris screens pack more cooling into smaller 

dimensions for fast and effective heat rejection even 

when operating in high ambient temperatures.
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TRANSMISSION & PTO
Farmall U transmissions and PTO drives are engineered for the highest degree of efficiency and reliability. Precision helical 

gears and forced lubrication systems are perfectly matched to the engine and driveline for endurance and performance.

PROVEN TRANSMISSION 

Farmall U models are equipped with a 16 x 16 

40kph semi-powershift transmission. The semi-

powershift transmission offered in the Farmall U 

series was structurally developed by utilising the 

proven Maxxum 16x16 transmission. Operator 

fatigue is reduced with all shifts performed on one 

lever and for added convenience, an additional set 

of shift controls are located near the 3-point hitch 

controls. 

MORE TRANSMISSION CHOICES 

An optional 32 x 32 creeper gearbox allows speeds 

as low as 260 metres/hour. All transmissions 

are equipped with power shuttle, which can be 

modulated for medium/fast response. 

PTO POWER FOR EVERY TASK 

The Farmall U is equipped with a 3-speed PTO 

(540/540E/1000). The PTO driveline of Farmall U 

transmits maximum power for a year’s worth of 

activity, from cultivating to feeding and spraying. 

For implements with low power requirements, such 

as sprayers or rotary brushes the 540 Economy 

speed provides 540 rpm rotation speed at 65% 

engine speed for greater fuel efficiency and 

reduced engine noise. In every application the easy 

operation and ready power delivery will give you the 

edge and keep you on schedule. 

EXTEND THE VERSATILITY 

Equip your Farmall U tractor with front lift linkage 

and front PTO and increase your productivity. 

For stationary applications, like water or slurry 

pumping, the external fender mounted PTO 

switches eases operation and improves safety 

when working alone.
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VERSATILE HYDRAULIC POWER

Around the yard and in the field, multitasking Farmall U 

tractors power your business forward, moving muck,  

shifting silage, getting grain and ferrying fertiliser.

HYDRAULICS 
& LOADER

MULTIFUNCTION HYDRAULIC POWER

Farmall U tractors can be specified with up to three rear and two mid-mounted hydraulic 

remote valves as standard, allowing them to operate all sorts of equipment. The rear 

linkage has the capacity to lift a maximum of 5,424kg. As well as front and/or rear-

mounted equipment, the Farmall U is designed to work harmoniously with a front loader. 

In the field, on the road and around the farmyard, you can rely on the Farmall U to deliver 

top productivity cost effectively.

   Electronic rear hitch control for comfort, accuracy and safety

   Up to three independent circuits with eight couplers (one diverter) can be powered 

from the rear remote valves

   Individual flow setting: high flow or low flow on demand

   Mid-mount valve joystick to operate either two mechanical or two electrical valves at 

the same time

   Mid-mount valve for control of extra application (loader, front-mounted implement)
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SYSTEMS 
APPROACH

When you buy a Case IH machine, you can be sure not only that you’re buying the best product, but also that you’ve got the best 

dealer back-up behind you. Case IH dealers can offer advice on selecting and financing the right machine, will ensure they deliver 

what you need when you need it, and will then continue to back you and your equipment with the service and spare parts backing 

you’d expect from a name as trusted as Case IH.

STANDARD REDCOVER PLUS  
PROTECTION PLAN (SPP).

At Case IH we understand the importance of your product 

being serviced and maintained in good working order when it 

counts. We recognise you expect your product will deliver on 

the ever increasing productivity demands. Case IH customers 

deserve the additional peace of mind of knowing your product 

is covered should the unexpected occur with  

2 years / 2000 hour standard REDCover Plus Protection Plan 

(SPP).

OFFERING FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS  
FOR EVERY APPLICATION. 

Case IH Finance’s extensive experience in the agricultural 

industry has created a deep understanding of your unique 

needs. Competitive equipment financing with flexible 

payments can be timed to your cash flow. There are financing 

options that fit the way you farm. Case IH Finance helps you 

find them.

IT’S LIKE HAVING A PARTNER BESIDE  
YOU ALL SEASON.

Case IH has more professionals in the field working 

alongside producers than anyone else – two out of three 

Case IH employees work right where you do. Case IH dealers 

have the know-how to help you manage your equipment 

investment to get the most out of every dollar. Our parts and 

service technicians have the skills and expertise it takes 

to maintain your equipment and keep it operating at peak 

performance. And Case IH Finance can work with you to 

customise financing solutions that fit your unique needs. It’s 

an entire system with only one goal in mind – to keep you up 

and running, working the way you want.

CASE IH FINANCE
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FARMALL U SERIES TRACTOR SPECIFICATIONS

TRACTOR MODEL 105U 115U

ENGINE

Type 4-cylinder – FPT

Displacement 207 cu. in. (3.4 L) – high pressure common rail

Gross engine HP 107 114

PTO HP 92 99

Emissions Tier 4A

Emissions system Cooled Exhaust Gas Recirculation (CEGR)

Engine oil change interval 600 hours

TRANSMISSIONS

Standard 16 × 16 semi-powershift with power shuttle

Option 1 32 × 32 semi-powershift with power shuttle and creeper

3-POINT HITCH

Lift capacity @ 24” (kg) 5424

PTO

Base PTO speeds rpm 540 / 540E / 1000

HYDRAULICS

Base rear remotes 2 remotes

Optional rear remotes 3rd remote from factory; 3rd remote available through parts department

Main pump flow L/min 84

Steering and services pump L/min 43

DIMENSIONS* MFD / CAB

Overall length mm 2161

Overall width (across fenders) mm 2100

Overall height (cab) mm 2720

Wheelbase mm 2380

WEIGHT MFD / CAB

Weight (kg) 4150
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SAFETY NEVER HURTS!™ Always read the Operator’s Manual before operating any equipment. Inspect equipment before using it, and be sure it is operating properly. 
Follow the product safety signs, and use any safety features provided. CNH Industrial Australia Pty Ltd reserves the right to make improvements in design and changes in 
specifications at any time without notice and without incurring any obligation to install them on units previously sold. Specifications, descriptions and illustrative material 
herein are as accurate as known at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. Availability of some models and equipment builds varies according to the 
country in which the equipment is used. ©2016 CNH Industrial Australia Pty Ltd. All rights reserved. Case IH, its respective logos and the red, black and grey color scheme, as 
well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of CNH Industrial N.V. and may not be used without permission. Case IH is a trademark registered in the 
United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. Printed in New Zealand. www.caseih.co.nz 19CIH030 09/2019

www.caseih.co.nz


